
A LONG NECK Women of the Kayan tribe in Thailand start wearing brass rings around 

their necks when they’re just five years old, adding more rings as they 

grow older to elongate their necks. A super-long neck is considered 

beautiful and elegant in this region and women can wear over 20 pounds of 

rings as adults.  

 

BODY SCARS 

 

In Ethiopia's Karo tribe, women’s scars are considered both attractive and 

super-sexy. The practice of self-scarring is a form of adornment cherished 

by the people of this culture.  

 

 

SURGERY 

BANDAGES 

 

Believe it or not, Iran is the rhinoplasty capital of the world (the more you 

know…). Nose jobs are so common—and so much of a status symbol—

that women will often wear their post-surgical bandages longer than 

needed or even create fake bandages to wear without actually having the 

surgery.  

 

 

SUPER-SIZED 

BODS 

 

Mauritanian women are lauded for gaining weight, to the point that young 

girls have been sent by their parents to camps where they are forced to eat 

15,000 calories a day in an effort to "fatten them up." Being bigger makes 

women here more desirable as wives, as a larger wife is seen as a status 

symbol for her husband. 

 

LONG 

EARLOBES 

 

Stretched earlobes are a beauty ideal among the Masai of Kenya, where 

women piece and elongate their lobes using stones and pieces of elephant 

tusk.  

 

 

STRETCHED 

LIPS 

 

The Mursi Women of Southern Ethopia insert clay plates into their lower 

lips to stretch them out, increasing the size of a plate incrementally to make 

their pouts ginormous. This ritual is a symbol of both sexual maturity and 

beauty. 

 

 

FACE TATTOOS 

 

In New Zealand, the Maori people consider women with tattoed lips and 

chins to be the most beautiful. Kat von D would love it: The more tattoos, 

the more desirable a woman is. 

 

BOUND 

“LOTUS” FEET 

Although foot-binding is no longer a popular practice, it was once an 

important beauty standard in China that symbolized wealth, status and 

eligibility for marriage. The first foot binding happened in the 10th century 

and by the mid-17th century, girls that wanted to be married often had to 

go through the painful process. Those who were too poor or needed their 

natural feet to work were not able to have their feet bound and were 

usually of low status in society.Girls would begin the process at very 

young ages to get the smallest foot size possible. The girls’ toes were bent 

towards the heel and underneath the sole. The bones would break and the 

foot would be bound with long ribbons. The shape resembled the lotus 

flower and was considered very beautiful. The bound feet made it very 

difficult for women to walk and could be a very dangerous process.  

 


